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Candidates bounced from election ballot
Fullerton denies Jones’ appeal
By Janet Cassidy
SJSU President Gail Fullerton decided Tuesday not
to allow Jerry Jones to run for Associated Students president.
The A.S. election board unanimously went along with
her decision.
"I’m greatly disappointed," Jones said, adding that
he plans to appeal a second time to the A.S. judiciary
committee.
"And if worse comes to worse, I’ll take the whole
thing to court," he said.
This time he
will ask the judiciary committee
to invalidate the
student elections.
Jones had apthe
to
pealed
committee Thurshe
when
day
found out he was
disqualified from
the race.

Jerry Jones

The committee unanimously
Tuesday
ruled
that Jones’ disqualification was
in violation of the
A.S. constitution,

that he could run
The committee interprets the A.S. constitution, but
has no power to enforce its interpretations. The SJSU
president has the final say in interpreting the A.S. consti-

tution
Jones was disqualified for failing to meet guidelines
set by the Chancellor’s Council of Presidents.
Jones was running as an independent candidate for
A.S. president.
Previous student government experience included
being president for the Palomar Junior College Associated Students, he said.
After hearing the judiciary committee’s ruling. Jones
asked Robert Martin, dean of student services, how to get
back on the ballot, he said.
Martin suggested Jones ask Fullerton to waive the
Council’s guidelines, he said.

Goulding also out of A.S. race
13)Janet Cassidy
Jim Goulding, the Equally Obnoxious Party’s candidate for Associated Students president, is out of this
week’s election.
But Goulding and the A.S. election board disagree
about why he is out.
Goulding said Monday that he was told by an election
board member last Thursday he didn’t meet election requirements, and was dropped from the list of candidates.
However, the election board chairman said Goulding
withdrew himself from the race last week.
Whatever happened, the number of candidates running for president in this week’s election has been reduced by yet another candidate, leaving two students in

For related stories, see pages 4, 5, & 8
According to the council’s policy, undergraduates
and graduates running for an A.S. office must have
earned at least 21 quarter or 14 semester units of credit,
with a GPA of 2.0 or better, during the 12 months preceding the term in which the election occurs.
Jones took last semester off because of "financial difficulties," he said, and consequently took only 12 units in
the previous two semesters.
Fullerton decided Tuesday not to waive the guidelines.
Following Fullerton’s decision, the AS. election
board voted unanimously not to put Jones back on the ballot, according to Steve Freiling, election board chairman

the race.
Voters will be left with a choice between Robert Musil
of the Your Effective Student Support party and Kathy
Cordova of the Progressive Student Party at the A.S. elections today and tomorrow.
Goulding said he was disqualified for the same reason
as independent candidate Jerry Jones.
He was told he did not meet the requirements set by
the Chancellor’s Council of Presidents in 1972 for all California State University campus student elections, Goulding said.
The Council’s requirement states undergraduates
and graduates running for office must have earned at

least 21 quarter or 14 semester units of credit, with a GPA
of 2.0 or better, during the 12 months preceding the term
in which the election occurs.
Like Jones, Goulding took a semester off last fall and
returned this semester. Consequently, he had taken only
12 units in the previous two semesters, he said.
Goulding agrees with Jones in that he thinks the
Council’s requirement is irrelevant to his running for
president in student elections today and Thursday.
"I’ve been on this campus six years, my GPA is
something over 3.0 and I’ve got enough units to top everybody," said the 26-year -old SJSU student, who has a bachelor’s degree in
political science
from SJSU and is
working on a second degree in theater arts.
"What’s
tunny is the way I
found out about
my disqualificaGoulding
tion,"
said.
Goulding
heard he was out
of the running
while waiting to
be interviewed by
Spartan Daily editors last WednesJim Goulding
day, he said.
"I heard the presidential candidate from EOP was
disqualified by the election board, and I said,’Hey, that’s
me.’ " Goulding said.

SJSU graduate helps Alviso flood victims cope
Two SJSU students volunteer
for counseling project to aid
residents displaced by storms
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By Caitlin Theilmann
Water gushed through the small
community of Alviso destroying
homes, cars, businesses, and for
some, everything they owned.
Their world was underwater because of the flooding which caused
1,800 people to evacuate the area.
Josie Romero is worried about
how they are taking it emotionally.
Romero graduated from SJSU
in 1979 with a degree in Social Work
Administration, and is assistant director of the Santa Clara County
Mental Health Subsystem. Her
booth was among many set up at
the Federal Emergency Management Agency on Berger Drive devoted to meeting the needs of the
flood victims.
The sign over the booth read
"Counseling Project for Flood Victims." Volunteers were on hand to
provide handouts on common reactions to disaster and how to deal
with children, who are frightened
and upset. Carolina Flores and 9 anuel Ortiz, students from the SJSU
School of Social Work, volunteered
their services to take names, talk to
people, and generally help out.
"We need to provide people with
common reactions so that they don’t
think they are cracking up," Romero said. "We are just letting them
know that it is normal to feel angry,
irritable, and helpless right now."
Romero said sometimes it takes
weeks or months for people to react
to disasters. Project workers are
taking names, language spoken, addresses, temporary addresses, and
are assessing the degree of need so
her agency can follow up on these
people.
When traumatic experiences
happen in isolated cases, neighbors.
families, and friends can come to
the rescue. But when a whole community is affected everyone is in
shock, Romero said. There are no
neighbors to help and in some cases
many family members were living

Weather
Today’s weather will be increasing clouds with rain likely
by this evening. High temperatures will be in the mid to upper
tites, lows in the 40’s, according to
the National Weather Service.

in Alviso and were affected also.
Romero has been busy visiting
the shelters and talking to the flood
victims. She is finding despair, anxiety, and frustration.
She went to Alviso with some of
the residents who were driven
through in huge trucks supplied by
the National Guard. Romero wanted
to be there when they saw the extent
of the damage. Most of the people
are in shock, she said, and might not
react to it for a couple of weeks.
After the residents start filtering back into their homes, Romero’s agency will begin home visits.
The mental health workers will also
go into the schools and work with
teachers and children of Alviso.
As residents are returning to
their community to clean up and assess damages, Romero’s real work
is beginning, she said, She has already had several emergencies
where people have become hysterical and would not calm down.
Romero has a special interest in
working with the Spanish-speaking
community like most of Alviso, and
considers herself an "advocate of
social change."
The Spanish-speaking community is increasing its self-sufficiency
and education, and should be provided with adequate mental health
services, she said.
There is a need for bilingual professionals in the mental health field,
Romero added.
She commended the work done
during the disaster by agencies like
the Red Cross and the Salvation
Army but said there was a lack of
Spanish-speaking workers on hand.
The SJSU School of Social Work
has a specific mission of preparing
graduates to work with the Spanishspeaking community, which she is
thankful for, Romero said.
"It is not something you can
train someone in in a couple of
days," she said. "It is an incorporation of cultural knowledge."
Before mental health workers
can work efficiently with the Spanish-speaking community, they must
understand the culture and the values of the people, Romero concluded.

Alviso residents waded through thigh high floodwaters after San Jose Police gave them the go ahead to begin clean up efforts on their storm ravaged homes

Budget committee cuts requests in half
By Jan Field
The Associated Students budget committee
Monday compiled preliminary recommendations that 15 campus groups receive about onehalf of the funding they requested from the A.S.
general fund.
Committee members, in an effort to balance
the financially troubled budget, said they must
ask the A.S. board of directors to allocate $104,$103,066 less
250 of funding to those groups
than requested.
For the fiscal year 1983-84, the A.S. budget
committee has received requests totalling
$644,696. The A.S. projected income through student fees totals $480,000, which means that $164,696 must be cut from the budget.
The committee recently determined preliminary recommendations for 22 other campus
groups. Only two groups remain to be reviewed
by the A.S. budget committee.
The directors will make the final decisions
on the recommendations made by the budget
committee on March 23. The decision will then

go to the SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s office
for final approval.
Seven of the 15 groups reviewed Monday
were held over from previous meetings since the
committee needed more information to make
recommendations, and eight groups made their
presentation before the committee Monday.
When the last two groups, Environmental
Information Center and A.S. legal services is
viewed by the committee, the budget committee
will go over the recommendations again and
make final recommendations that go before the
board.
As of today, the budget committee has managed to cut a total of $135,371 in preliminary recommendations from the $164,696 that has to be
cut to balance the A.S. budget.
The Art Gallery had its request cut from
$16,848 down to $5,875, which will eliminate a
planned new student position to do secretarial
work. In addition, the Art Gallery’s Instructural
Related Activites funding request was taken into
consideration when the preliminary recommen-

dations was made.
The Frances Gulliand Child Development
Center got their request cut from $36,000 to
$20,000.
The money requested is to be used for payment of salaries, operating expenses and rent of
location. The center offers its services to daytime students enrolled at SJSU and presently
serves 51 children with a waiting list of 30 children, said Melba Lyons, director of the center.
Lyons said, "I have to cut 10 work study students from the program if I don’t get the funding."
The Spartan Daily, Art Gallery, theatre arts
department. music department and KSJS all
come under the Revised Automatic Funding Initiative, which was initiated in the last A.S. election. It guarantees a certain amount of every associated student fee to these groups
That was an underlaying notion when the
committee made their recommendations Monday It was also taken into consideration that the
Gemmed on Fop /I
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EDITORIAL

Vote for individuals, not parties
T

he proposition is simple: vote for the
candidate, not the party.
It is not necessarily that the parties
in this year’s Associated Students election
are any worse or any better than parties
have been before, but for each position in
which a party offers a candidate, there are
individuals. Ultimately it is individuals, with
all their habits, quirks and idiosyncrasies
that run things.
That each position and each candidate
bears looking at is obvious. Yet in all likelihood, few of the voters in this election will
take the time to do so. Past statistics indicate
that few will vote, and it seems likely that
Fewer still will carefully consider their
choices.
A.S. controls nearly a half million dollars in student fees. It controls more than
that if one adds income from moneymaking
enterprises like the program board and the
leftover money put into the general fund
each year.
What sort of programming shall be offered on campus for the instruction and entertainment of those it serves? How shall
money be distributed to groups in and outside of the budget? Shall student services be
curtailed in the face of inflation?
Such questions will be answered by the
individuals elected, not simply by the label

pasted to their group.
Voter apathy these days is frequently attributed to a lack of understanding between
elected and electorate. It is common to rage
against bureaucratic inefficiency and insensitivity with a pessimism brought on by the
notion that nothing can be done.
Voters in the United States, 60 or 70 percent of them anyway, trot dutifully to the
polls once or twice a year, man), of them
only going through the motions because they
are convinced nothing will come of it.
A small election in which those elected
are close at hand during their term offers a
chance to defeat that feeling, to have a sure
say in what goes on.
Fifteen individuals control A.S. The.
will probably be elected by no more than 15
percent of the student body, despite the efforts of the current A.S. board to provide additional voting stations staffed with more
volunteers.
The student government at SJSU is not
faceless. It is touchable, changeable. It will
likely be a reflection of the few who chose to
vote.
Hence we urge all who are even considering making the small effort voting demands to make their choices for each position deliberate ones, and to not simply vote a
party ticket.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Editor’s Notebook

Information freedoms stifled
Every year dozens of newsmen are imprisoned by
governments that pretend to support freedom of information, but in reality shroud themselves in secrecy and
deceit.
Those who discover the truth often never live to tell
it
In Poland, which once had the greatest press freedoms in Eastern Europe, a pall has descended. Two

By Dan Nakaso
Editor

summers ago, the government under martial law censored news agencies and refused to allow transmissions
beyond the Polish borders.
When the government crackdown eased, all news
continued to be heavily censored. Today the Polish
press has regained few of its lost freedoms.
Elsewhere, such as in the Soviet Union, press and
human liberties are granted or denied according to government whim.
Conditions in the United States are obviously much
better, but the flow of information has regressed steadily under the current administration.
Since Reagan took office, he has tirelessly worked
to close government doors and files, essentially erasing
the accountability of the country and its leaders.
Reagan’s attempts to water down the 16-year-old
Freedom of Information Act, and other similar laws,
cannot be compared to the tactics used by some other
governments. But it’s a step in that direction.
The Freedom of Information Act, signed July 4,
1966, by President Lyndon Johnson, required federal
agencies to make government files readily available to
the public.
At first the agencies ignored the requests or
charged outrageous copying fees to discourage those
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seeking information. But amendments in 1975 required
a response from the agency within 10 days and uniform
copying fees.
The new laws brought a flood of requests from the
public, which wanted a look at FBI, CIA and Internal
Revenue Service files. The Act was soon joined by dozens of similar state and local laws that opened more
government files, and meetings, trials and proceedings.
Freedom of Information laws were never intended
to allow anyone to rummage madly through government files, and sensitive material can be held back for
security reasons.
Already, 800,000 to 1 million documents are classified each year and kept from the public. But that’s not
enough for Reagan.
He wants to cut the flow of information to the public
even more.
In April Reagan signed an executive order giving
government officials broader definitions for determining classified or top secret material and more ammunition to withold information.
Any questionable material is stamped "secret"
whether it is or not, and government workers are told to
worry about the classification later, according to Editor
and Publisher magazine
Another tenet of Reagan’s order allows officials to
call back any released material and reclassify it as top
secret.
But the clamp on the flow of information doesn’t
stop there. Reagan is determined to plug White House
leaks, such as those used to topple Richard Nixon, by encouraging administration officials to spy on each other.
More recently Reagan has threatened to require
suspected sources of leaks to submit to a lie detector
test.
Soon, if Reagan gets his way, the White House will
become an isolated island surrounded by a moat of
doublespeak and secrecy and government officials will
hide behind cries of security and classified information.
The government founded for the people will soon
find itself detached and isolated.
When that happens, no one will win.
Dan Nakaso’s column on the media appears every
Wedne,cia

Letters irk
Daily reader
Editor:
I try to read the Spartan Daily
as frequently as possible, because it
is the best way I know of keeping in
touch with many of the things that
are happening on campus. A couple
of letters got my attention as the
writers were clearly not very objective about the topics they were writing on. One of them entitled "Double
Standard Angers Student" indicated
a biased approach to the subject
being treated, as well as a closed
mindedness about the development
of racial pride. This very student
probably perpetuates those very institutions and organizations which
he labels as discriminatory.
Oppression is a difficult concept
to rationally approach when you are
a part and product of the majority
which does the oppressing. The minority groups (concerned with this
article) were not trying to capitalize
on their differentness, but were
merely attempting to establish an
identity and subsequently develop
some pride in their cultural heritage
( something which has heretofore
been denied them, since their forced
migration to this country).
Discrimination operates in the
best interests of the majority because it allows them to purge a minority of their self-esteem and any
other human value of importance.
This sociology student is greatly
mistaken if he thinks the minority
has perpetuated any separatism or
other "attitudes of prejudice."
Rather they are the products of it. I
suggest, as a sociology junior, this
individual’s education is lacking,
and instead of critizing he should attempt to understand. Especially
since the field of sociology inevitably deals with the plight of these
persecuted minorities. Probably he

would invariably end up being counter- labeled as a "bleeding heart."
The second letter to the editor
pounced on some cheap cliches and
jumbling of statistics in order to put
forth its author’s personal opinion
a pathetic SJSU student body. Everyone knows the turnout at many of
the sporting events is way below the
expectancy. Whether the individual
is caught up in academia, in a
crunch for bucks ( or lacking transportation
or a combination of
working and school or perhaps just a
lack of enthusiasm
Well, I know this letter turned
me off. I don’t like being condemned
or put into a group because of circumstances. And when the allusion
was drawn about "less capable
minds of the SJSU student body," I
felt personally injured. Sure, going
to sporting events is fun. Actually I
would prefer to participate than be a
spectator. But any reference to intelligence based on numbers of spectators is ludicrous.
Constructive . criticism is definitely what this particular letter
lacked. What a turn off to get a
tongue lashing from a quasi-intellectual based on his own personal biases or opinions.
Don Shannon
Medical Sociologist
senior

Other students
shortchanged too
Editor:
In the article, "Foreign students
shortchanged," ( March 81 you
failed to mention that out-of-state
students are "shortchanged" too.
Both foreign and out-of-state students are required to pay fees for
dropping a class, according to the
sliding scale.
As an out-of-state student, I’ve
had firsthand experience with this

unfair student policy. I was not
aware of the policy when I dropped a
course and had to pay 30% of the
total fee. It’s unfair to pay for a
course that you’re not taking. The
university should look into this matter and at least) provide adequate
information to foreign and out-ofstate students, regarding drop fees
Karl Peterson

Advertising
junior

Daily practices
sensationalism
Editor:
The Spartan Daily has hit a new
low! "Women set fire to Bible passage" was the heading for the
March 8 edition. Why not, "Women
hold a sexism exorcism" or "Local
church turns to black magic" The
article was about five women who
practice burnings and chants to
purge sexism from the church. The
Spartan Daily has no obligation to
publish articles about a group of
women who feel these rights have
been castrated. The women are not
even affiliated with San Jose State. I
see no place for this kind of article in
our paper. Let’s go Spartan Daily,
leave this stuff for the Enquirer.
Rod Chance
Marketing
senior
All letters must bear the
writer’s name, signature, major,
phone number and class standing.
The phone number is for verification
purposes, and will not be printed.
The opinions in letters are those of
the writers, and do not necessarily
represent those of the Spartan Daily.
Letters can be delivered to the
Daily, upstairs in Dwight Bentel
Hall, or to the information center on
the first floor of the Student Union

Would you want to vote on the Rec Center again?
Asked in the Student Union.

No. I think it’s very impor.
tant for a Rec Center in
any type of institution like
this, especially when you
have outside activities like
sports. Even if we’re in
school, it’s almost like we
should pay our dues

Dan Albert
Industrial Arts
junior

Yes, I would. A re-vote
absolutely, before the fees
go up any higher. Students
have already paid enough.
A re -vote would be the op.
propriate action to take for
the money they’re asking
for.
Suzanne Sailor
Business Administration
junior

I would be willing to
vote again for the Rec Center. In order for this school
to maintain in the upcoming crisis years, they’re
going to need another way
of getting revenue. It’s a
good investment.
Andre Walker
Human Performance
senior

I like the idea of a Rec
Center because most of the
people in my fraternity are
on A.S. and it would be
good for the community.
Tony flarros
Business Administration
sophomore

We should have another vote. There’s no way
we can afford it. It’s outrageous. And I hate sports

Liz Prihyl
Graphic design
Junior
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Destructive criticism
Dear Emily:
I am having a problem with one of my professors.
He constantly criticizes my work, in private and in front
of the class. I’ve tried to talk this over with loin on seve-

1
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Two films, "Jerusalem
City
of Peace"
and
"Golda" were lost by UPS,
but the Israel Action Community grabbed a passing
banjo player who entertained the crowd with Hebrew songs for 45 minutes
until a replacement film
could be found.

...._

*.
Marian Schmidt
Mike Worroll, a 23 year oldbusiness major at SJSU, MS caught napping on the third floor of the Student Union. Worrell said
he does not usually study there, and as the picture above shows, last Wednesday was no exception.
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Many women
are victims
of vaginitis
By Sam White
It’s not one of the more talked-about illnesses, but
vaginitis affects about half the world’s women at some
point during their childbearing years, according to the
california Medical Association.
Most cases of vaginitis inflammation of the vaginal
canal I are caused by one of two organisms which can be
easily identified during a microscopic examination of
vaginal discharge.

Monilia, the first of these organisms, is a yeast -like
fungus. Examples of symptoms produced by it are:
itching and swelling of the external parts of the female
sexual organs,
a vulval rash, and
an increased amount of vaginal discharge.
However, it is possible that the itching, swelling or
rash will be the only noticeable symptoms.
Monilia can be present in the vagina without producing symptoms and only flare into inflammation
when there is a disturbance or change in the vaginal
physiology. Pregnancy and the use of birth control pills
contribute to an increase in yeast vaginitis.
Treatments with antibiotics for infection in other
parts of the body can also promote yeast vaginitis, since
antibiotics destroy bacteria that controls the growth of
yeast. Certain suppositories or vaginal ointments are
usually prescribed as treatment for yeast vaginitis.
Trichomonas vaginal’s: the second major cause of
vaginitis, is a protozoan that usually produces essentially the same symptoms as those produced by monilia.
It is currently believed that most cases of trichomonas vaginalis are acquired through sexual contact although the organism is difficult to locate in the male. A
prescribed oral medication is the treatment for this affliction.
Sexual partners should be treated simultaniously to
prevent recurrent or "ping pong" infections, whether or
not they have symptoms. Periodic screening for vaginitis is recommended for all females as a deterrent to this
illness.

Dear Personality.
Your first step was a smart one
talking to the instructor about the problem. Having failed that, the next
step is to go to the department chairman, according to
SJSU’s Ombudsman. Dr.
Whitcomb, who as
Ombudsman acts as a counselor and mediary for students, said, "Decide what risk you are willing to take
Talk to the chairman in confidentiality and ask him or
her to talk to the professor for you." He also said that it
isn’t necessary to wait for bad or unfair grades to go
seek help. Counseling is in Room 223 of the Administration Building

Nixon aide
analyzes
Middle East
By Grace Donate’
Despite the loss of two
scheduled films by the
United Parcel Service, the
Israel Education Day went
well Monday, according to
co-chairperson
Leslie
Ames.

HEWN
CORNER, i

John Rothmann, former foreign policy consultant to President Nixon,
spoke on the Arab-Israeli
Conflict in the Loma Prieta
Room in the Student Union.
"There are three levels of conflicts we are dealing with," Rothmann said.
"The big power between
the United States and the
Soviet Union, Israel and
Arab nations and the
PLO."
Rothmann disAs
cussed angles of the conflicts, some crowd members began to protest.
A hot debate began between two people, but
Rothmann seemed to expect this and went on answering questions.
An Iranian man stood
up and asked Rothmann if
he considered Palestine a
nation and if so were they
entitled to a homeland.
Rothmann began to explain when a older man
across the room stood up
and yelled that he thought
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the Palestinians should all
go home.
The
Iranian
man
yelled back at the man and
asked him if he should
leave his homeland of Iran
to go somewhere else and
try to make that his new
homeland.
"The
Palestinian
Arabs are a nation, but if
there is to be peace they
must
all
live
together."Rothman said. "I
think Arabs should become
citizens of Israel and the
Jews should become citizens of the Arab Nation."
Rothmann said he
thought the purpose of Israel Education Day was to
get people to listen and understand the problems between Israel and its neighbors.
"Through this understanding we will then see
rays of hope," Rothmann
said.
Co-Chairperson Ames
said Israel Education Day
was sponsored by the Israel Action committee in
order to make students
more aware of Israel’s culture and history.

John Rothmann
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WE’LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.
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Leadership and Management"
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ral occasions, but he says there is no problem between
us, I just have to try harder and my grade in his class
will improve The semester is only a little over a month
old and I don’t know how I’ll make it until May. Help!
Signed.
Personality Problems

Just a little shut-eye
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If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army Rarc Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That’s when you receive
an officer’s commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
At San Jose State
See Captain Froberg
Room 310, MacQuarrie Hall
Or Call 277-2985

Vladossdav. March 16. I 983 Spartan Bally
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Where to vote: Students can vote at any
one of these polling
places -in front of the
Student Union, in front
of Clark Library, in
front of Sweeney Hall
and the breezeway at
San Carlos Street near
the Men’s Gym
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Martin Swart (Ind.)
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Sam Doying (YESS)
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Constitutional name -change,
funding initiatives on ballot

I

By Mike Holm
Among the measures on this year’s Associated Students election ballot are three issues requiring either a
"yes" or "no" vote or that voters make a choice among
several options.
First, A.S. is asking the students to approve a name
change for its constitution. State law requires corporations to have bylaws. A.S. became incorporated in December, 1980. This semester was designated to make a
name change bringing A.S. operating procedures into line

group to get any funds. lithe group fails to collect its revenue sharing money it will go to the next year’s revenue
sharing account. A list of the groups eligible to receive
revenue sharing monies will be handed out with the ballot.
Voters will also have the opportunity to advise A.S. of
their preferences as to who shall receive money from next
year’s A.S. budget through the Revised Automatic Funding Initiative. RAFI draws $1.90 from the semesterly $10
A.S. fee each student pays, and splits it among the music

ISSUES ft MOMS:
TBE A. S. ELECTIN
with state requirements The book of rules governing A.S.
will be referred to as a set of bylaws on the front cover
rather than a constitution. Voters will be asked to vote either yes or no on the name change, which will not alter
A.S. operating procedures.
Revenue sharing is also up for a vote. Through revenue sharing voters can designate $2 to go to a particular
campus group. At least five votes must be received for a

department, theater arts, the art gallery, student -produced radio-TV news, KSJS, the Independent Weekly and
the Spartan Daily. Each voter may advise the A.S. budget
committee to give specific groups all, part or none of his
RAFI money. To alter the entire distribution of RAFI
money, all full time students would have to vote a change.
RAFI ballots will not be handed out with the regular ballot, students must ask for them at voting stations.

Fullerton says fall fee increase
will not reach budget estimate
By Scott Bontz
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said Monday the
amount of student fees next year "depends a lot on
whether the economy turns around."
She made a "fairly informed guess" that fees would
increase, but not the 8230 a year Gov. George Deukmejian’s proposed budget asks.
"I think you can assume the governor’s budget is
the high end," Fullerton said, "and that ( fee increases)
will probably be close to, but somewhat under that."
Fullerton said a proposal which reportedly could
raise fees as high as $900 a year was "misunderstood."
The proposal was made by the California Post -Sec’Mary Educational Commission, and recommended
that students pay 10 to 20 percent of the total cost of what
:he CSU system spends on education.
The proposal was discussed at the CSU board of
srustees’ long range planning committee meeting last
week.
Fullerton said the calculation which resulted in the
I900-high figure was made using "a different base" than
which CPEC recommended. She said the estimate did
sot consider "things that are fixed costs."
Daniel Branfman, a student member of the board of
rustees, said the long-range planning committee was
:onsidering different bases when it made the calculaion.
It "was never the intention" of CPEC to figure fees
in that base, however, Fullerton said.
"If you took the CPEC recommendation, even the
op of it ( 20 percent), than it would be less than what the
;overnor’s budget for next year as a fee increps.6
Fullerton said the exact amount of the fees will not
* known until after the trustees act on the budget as
missed by the state Legislature and signed by the gover
"What we will probably end up trying to do, is to
tave, in effect, a down-payment on fees at the time of
nitial registration, with an understanding that the total
imount of fees may not be known until mid- to late
luly." Fullerton said she did not know how much the
’down-payment" would be.
The outlook is changing for state universities
iccording to Fullerton.
"Sooner or later," she said, "we have to recognize
hat the state is not going to be able or willing to fund as
nuch higher education for as many people as might like
t, or as we have in the past.
"It will reach a point . . . where either there’s going
o be a decrease in the number of persons admitted to
ligher education, an increase in what the student pays
iran increase in what the state makes available to us."

TONIGHT

By Cheryl Clemmons
Unemployed or underemployed Vietenam era veterans may be eligible for an extension of their educational
benefits.
Anyone who served in the armed forces between August 5, 1964 and May 7, 1975 qualifies as a Vietnam veteran.
Harry N. Walters, SJSU Veterans Administration Administrator, said modification of educational assistance
legislation will provide an extension of the 10-year education eligibility period for certain veterans who want to
pursue further vocational training, apprenticeships, onthe-job-training or get high school diplomas.
"The extension is for veterans who don’t have a high
school diploma, those who don’t possess any marketable
skills, or maybe someone that was sick or unable to use
their benefits for a long period of time," said Ozzie Garza,
Veterans Administration public affairs specialist.
To qualify for the extension, a veteran must have
been unemployed, or underemployed ( working for minimum wage), for six months and exhibit a need for additional training or education in order to obtain a more stable
job.
"The benefit extension is aimed at putting unemployed or underemployed veterans into training or educational programs that will give them marketable skills so
they can re-enter the work force," Walters said.
A veteran has 10 years from the date of discharge to
use G.I. Bill educational benefits.
G.I. Bill educational benefits will not be given out
after Dec. 31, 1989.
Anyone that entered the armed forces after Jan. 1,
1977 receives educational benefits under the Veterans Education Assistance Program.
Under this program, veterans may contribute from
$25 to $100 a month from their salary, and the government
will contribute twice that amount to their education
fund.For example, if a veteran saves $25, the government
will match that with $50 for a total of $75.
Garza said a proposal has been submitted with the
1984 budget to increase the amount of monthly benefits
given under the G.I. Bill program. "Normally, there is a
cost of living increase," Garza said.
Single veterans currently receive $342 a month, veterans with one dependent $407 and veterans with more than

two dependents $484 plus $29 for each dependent more
than two.
Walters urges all Vietnam veterans to contact the
nearest Veterans Administration regional office for information about the extension
"We want to be sure that eligible veterans seek out
this assistance that they so much deserve and earned."
Walters said.
The deadline for applying for the extension is Dec 31,
1984.
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JUNIORS & SENIORS
If you intend to graduate
within the next 2-3 semesters,
you are invited to attend a workshop

PREPARING TO GRADUATE
Wednesday, March 16
1:00 p.m. Sweeney Hall 120

Together we can move anything.
CalPIRG is:

run by students
funded by students
the largest consumer and
environmental group in California
effective

"MEET AND EAT"
12:00-1:30
Thursday, March 17th

featuring:

Center For Living
With Dying

Bring CalPIRG to SJSU

Student Apathy
Toxic Waste Awareness’ A
Utility Rate Reform
Consumer Research
Tenants’ Rights

VOTE YES
March 16 and 17

Campus Christian Center
10th Et San Carlos

WEST SAN JOSE

Saratoga Ave & Prospect
in front ot Saratoga Lanes

for more information or to sign-up
Call Estella at 277-3634
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Spartans Saviano, Kuhn
lead Spartans to victory

NI

GE

Netters squeak by Indiana
lv Keith Hodgin
The SJS1 owns tennis team handed the University of
h.)1.01,1 t hi. ir first loss on their week-long visit to the west
r
Pit. Sp 11 a its squeaked past a tenacious Indiana team
improving its record to 8-4 on the season.
H.LIT’ it the Spartans victories came in the singles
lar it’s The Spartans’ No. 1 seed, John Saviano,
rout:yeti Indiana’s Bill Funk 6-0, 6-0, while No. 2 seed
iii. Kohn struggled to beat Pablo Salas 7-6, 1-6, 6-4. Paul
ii t’ride. the No. 3 seed. beat Brad Pontow 6-3, 6-0 and
nskn. the No. 4 seed, beat Joey Christoff 6-3. 6-4.
;.ing into the doubles matches, the Spartans needed

Ae.
SKI

/-

CANADA
march 25 - april 2
S299 5 days skiing
1 night in vancouver
come by ski club table
or call Jim at
926-9129 eve

only one win in three matches to secure a victory over
Hoosiers. That however, was no easy task for SJSU.
Van Eynde and Winslow, paired in doubles, lost to
Pontow and Salas 7-5, 1-6, 6-3. Then, SJSU’s Adam Wang
and Greg Bulwa were beat by Indiana’s Jeff Cohen and
Jeff Koch 6-4, 6-3.
The match boiled down to the final doubles contest
between the Spartans’ Saviano and Kuhn and Indiana’s
John Moorin and Joey Christoff.
The Spartans nearly threw the match away in the
final game of the second set when Kuhn double-faulted on
four consecutive serves, forcing a tie-breaker.
Indiana won the tie-breaker, with the help of another
Kuhn double-fault and one by Saviano, sending the match
into a third and final set.
After putting away a few overhead smashes in the
first game of the final set. Kuhn managed to settle into his
game and the two Spartans went on to win the final set 6-1.
Kuhn blamed the breakdown of his serve on "letting
"It’s been happening lately in critical situations," he
said.
"He t Kuhn) lost a little confidence in his serve," said
Spartan coach John Hubbell. "We’ve been playing too
many games lately and he hasn’t had a chance to relax
and practice. It’s a technical thing."
In Monday’s match, the Spartans slaughtered Portland University 9-0.
The Spartans will host the University of Santa Clara 2
p.m. tomorrow. The Spartan courts are located at 11th
and Humbolt streets near Spartan Stadium.

Lady racketers
lose to Hawaii
By Dave Berkowitz
The Lady Spartan
tennis team gave it an
unusually valiant effort at
last weekend’s Sacramento
invitational meet, but the
ladies returned to their
perenially losing ways
later in the day.
Sophomore Rochelle
Morrison, the No. 1 seed for
SJSU, was the bright spot
in an otherwise dismal day
as she made it to the semifinals but took a 1-4, 4-6
thumping from Hawaii’s

Make it with us and
the sky’s the limit.

Trina Lee
Morrison was one of
two SJSU women to earn
all conference staus last
year compiling a 13-6
record for the season.
The Spartans finished
6th out of 24 teams in
competition, one of their
better performances in this
year’s meets, but still not
good enough to up their 1-3
season record.
Two other Spartans,
junior Aleen Nishi and
sophomore
Lorene
Requiro, made it as far as
the quarter finals but could
advance no farther.
The Lady Spartans
travel to San Francisco
today to meet the Dons in a
2:30 match this afternoon.

Amor
4114

No. 1 Spartan seed, John Saviano (above, left) tries his backhand against Indiana’s Bill Funk during yesterday’s match on the
Spartan courts. Above, No. 2 seed Dave Kuhn, reaches high to serve during a match against Indiana’s Pablo Salas.

SJSU, Santa Barbara split;
Rettig leads Spartan bats
By Dave Berkowitz
Right fielder Scott Rettig. was hot once again. The 8foot-10 Spartan collected 4 hits in 5 at -bats and scored
three runs Saturday en route to a 8-4 pre-season trouncing
of the University of California at Santa Barbara in the
opener of a double-header. However, the Gauchos came
back to defeat the Spartans 6-5 in the nightcap and split
the four-game series at 2-2.
With two out in -the first inning, Rettig sparked an
early Spartan scoring drive with a single to right field.
Third baseman Ken Caminiti followed with a single of
hits own, but Rettig had to hold up at second base.
Enter left fielder Gene Robinson whose single sent
Retig home and Caminiti to third.
Ken Corey had a little help when the Gauchos first
baseman flubbed an easy out, allowing the ball to get past

Freshman Wester will vie for all-American status
By Dave Berkowitz
It’s only Angie Wester’s first semester at SJSU, but
after some tough competitive matches, the powerful
freshman swimmer has earned a No. 15 ranking in the
nation for two butterfly divisions and is on her way to the
national championships.
Wester left this week for Lincoln, Nebraska where she
will enter competition tomorrow for her place as an "All
American."
Wester must place in the top 12 swimmers in the 50

CONTINUING EDUCATION COURSES

Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class
FOR UNDERGRADUATES
r PILOT GUAHANTLES AVAII ABLE
r No on campus classes or drills
$100/month financial assistance available
r University credit for summer training
r Air/Ground/Law Options
r Opportunity to serve as an Officer of Marines
after graduation

Similar opportunities for seniors
and graduates
28.5 So. First St.
Suite 520
San Jose, CA 95113
408-275-7445

Richard Gin
1st Lt.
U.S. Marine Corps

The Few. The Proud. The Marines.

him and Caminiti to go home. First baseman Jeff Crace
ended the inning by striking out.
Santa Barbara tied the score at 2-2 in the third inning
when Ferraro lead off with a walk and Fleenor sent him to
second with a single. Designated hitter Grey then brought
both runners home with a double up the alley.
The Spartans recaptured the lead for good in the
fourth inning, however, after Cory doubled, took third on a
fly ball, and scored on a passed ball.
Two more runs were added in both the fifth and ninth
innings and one in the eight to give the Spartans their
tenth pre-season win in 15 outings.
Dan Martinez t 2-0) picked up the win for six innings of
five-hit ball and Will James snagged his second save for
three innings in relief.
The Spartans host Portland today at 2:30 at Municipal
Stadium, 10th and Alma streets.

Swimmer goes to NCAAs

SJSU
I.

,

TEAR GAS TRAINING - Saturday, March 19,
DMH 347, $30, 10 a.m.-12:30 p.m., CTGED 878,
non-credit
STARTING A SIDELINE BUSINESS -- Saturday,
March 19, BC 015, $55, 9:30 a.m.-4.30 p.m.,
CTGED 836, non-credit

and 100-yard butterfly to make that title and will compel for a national title at the same meet.
Wester has been swimming in AAU competition for
more than II years. As a high school student, she
qualified for national competition five times, taking two
second place trophies and one third.
Now, as a member of the Lady Spartan swimming
team, Wester has the opportunity to become the first
woman to make "All American" since the mid -1970s when
SJSU’s Lynn Vidalli, Patti Jorgensen, and Laura Fritz all
ascended to that status.
The 18-year-old set two SJSU records for freestyle at
the NORPAC meetin Berkeley, last month, along with two
third place trophies for butterfly, one of them qualifying
her for the Nebraska finals. The 5-5 blond also took a first
place title in the 50-yard butterfly category allowing her to
enter that category this week.

EARTH
TOYS

INTELLIGENT APPROACH TO PURCHASING A
HOME - Saturday, March 19, BC 117, $45,
9 a.m.-4 p.m., CTGED 816, non-credit
SUPERLEARNING FOR STUDENTS - Friday,
March 25, SH 347, $36, 6:30 p.m -10 p.m.,
CTGED 832, non-credit
IDEAS: HOW TO FIND THEM, PROTECT THEM, AND
MAKE THEM PAY
Wednesday, March 23, SH 434,
$40, 6:30 p.m. -10 p.m., CTGED 822, non-credit
Registration Information: (408) 277-2182 or visit DBH
136B, Office of Continuing Education
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The department of history will hold a Karl Marx centenary conference from 4 to 9 p.m. today and tomorrow in
the S.U. Almaden Room.

Career Planning and Placement will hold an "Assertiveness for Job Hunting" workshop at 2:30 p.m. today in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.

The Student Occupational Therapy Association will
hold a bake sale from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. today and tomorrow in front of the Student Union.

RUSTY SUMMARELL

GREEKS

There will be a workshop on humanities and the arts:
preparing for the job market workshop at 230 p.m. today
in the S.U. Umunhum Room.

The Armenian student Association will hold a meeting at 4 p.m. today in the S.U. Guadalupe Room.

YEA, LIKE
WE’RE GONNA
OR
--IBLAB
SOMETHIN

f ’KNOW,
I HEAR
THAT A

Election board committee will hold a poll officials
meeting at 4 p.m. today in the S.C. Pacheco Room. Call
Jeff Hogue at 977-1177 or 277-3201 for further information.

Prakash Chandras is holding a reception from 5 to 8
p.m. today in gallery three of the art building.

--’DON’T TALK HERE
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History associates will sponsor an open lecture, "The
Cold War, Military and Africa." from 1:30 to 2:30 today in
DMH 226A.

The Division of Technology Student Association will
hold a barbecue from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m today at the
barbecue pits by the Women’s Gym. For further information contact Brenda Flickner 370-2670.

HOW TO GET IT
FOR LESS
THIS WEEKEND.
Nothing in college is inexpensive these

days.
SPECIAL SPECIALS THIS WEEK
particularly the weekends.That’s why you should
C.K. Mondavi: Chablis, Burgundy, Rhine,
vt Liquor Barn. We’ve got over 5,000 imported
Vin Rose or Zinfandel. 4 liter $3.87.
and domestic wines, champagnes, spirits and
Paul Cheneau Blanc de Blanes Champagne.
beers (40 different keg brands also available).
750 ml. $3.48.
And all at the lowest possible discount prices.
Old Bushmills. 750 ml. $839.
That means you can lower your college expenses
without cutting back
George Killian’s
, in your college enterIrish Red. 6 pack
tainment. And these
It oz. $237.
days that’s a pretty
good deal.
Inn get n hates er Noitt ’Sant,

8AM-8PM
8AM-8PM
8AM-2: 30
8AM-2 :30

Liquor Barn)

"STOP COMPLAINING
AND VOTE"
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3503 El Camino Real, Santa Clara
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Students for Peace will hold a meeting from 5 to 7
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Pacheco Room. For further information call Larry at 275-0627.

Black students of engineering will hold a general
meeting at 6:30 p.m. today and tomorrow in ENG 148.

A.S.
S ELECTIONS
A TODAY
AND TOMORROW
POLL LOCATIONS
STUDENT UNION
CLARK LIBRARY
SWEENEY HALL
BETWEEN MENS
& WOMENS GYM

The Spartan Dive Club will hold a meeting at 4 p.m.
today and tomorrow in the S.U. Costanoan Room. For further information call Douglas Crafts at 289-9028.

EOP Counseling will hold a "Preparing to Graduate"
workshop at 1 p.m. todayand tomorrow in SH room 120.

VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE VOTE
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8 00p m
4 00
Prayer group Tuesday., 5 00pm
Catholtc

Please call tempos Ministry 298
0204 for worship counseling pro
grams and study opportunities
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Robertson Blvd Dept SD ENYWIT
Hal, CA 90211
ENTERTAINERS NEEDED for Bey Area
Strip A Grans es seen on TV s Real
People Female A Mel. Nn nudity
LAC craw 448 3403
EULIPIA RESTAURANT needs e host

4275

APARTMENTS

STUDIO

Near

$295

only

Most he 21

415 797 7794
CRUISE
SHIP JOBSI614 528 000

EARN

ALL NATURAL WEIGHT LOSS oleo en

All.

COCKTAIL WAITRESSES NEEDED tor
Fremont nightclub Part time only

immus

No pets

One person

First and last plus

$100 Off street parking and laun
dry room

452 S

3rd

Cell Pat

295 7438
STUDIO APTS

Wail to well cerpet
furnished 636 Sc 9t1, Street Call

287 3682
THE HACIENDA INN end San Jose Res
idence Club

Coed

nished rooms

specious but

Weekly rotes 660

to $90
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Pd

keeping

1101V

Off street parking.
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laundry far-4M. 2 blocks from
SJSU 202 & 234 S 11th In
it....
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%nth

8th

St

hi 1 ha unturn

P. Call 280 6181
laL5t.

Call today Maas 292 5452

6385 mo

IMMEDIATE

olinizonds
available in our San Jose Teenier
kting office 65 $10 per hr Ceir

984 7151
HANDYMAN
IPERSONI

repair

I

plumber. 2 painter tempera 3
floor layer & tile layer. 0 electrical,
5 or WI of the above For apart
ments near campus

97 pet how

Call Don 295 7438
MODEL pert time 12500 per day
Trevel to bearodul locations Wide
for details Photographer To The
Stars. P0 Box 8041. Fresno. CA
93747.
MODELS &

DANCERS

Wanted

for

fashoon,commercial prod work and
portfolio wip.sion No experience
y

I

Only

& courtyard

LOST It FOUND
LOST

EVENINGS

garden apt

Carport

Call %ch.! Stycker

of

Inn...honer Bustness Enter
prises For Models at 1408/ 221
--178)1
MODELS NEEDED Experienced or nor
for ramp modeling
Call 14081
249 5919.
TUTOR NEEDED for 1218 Cell 353
4527 alter 6.000m IN uarsistant;
YOSEMITE WEEKEND assistant and
summer sr. needed
Free novel
and extra money Call for inlorm

WATCH

Square
value

&and

f.e

Deep

name Kent
sentimental

Please cell 295 6857 after

60111

PERSONALS
Wanted Will buy
Sae Co Lapin In Busi
nes, Tower 783 or can 415-837

BASEBALL CARDS
collections

0191
GENTLEMAN. 30. 59-. 1351bs non
smoker Wisconsin grad near MP
of engingeeting class Reading is
my second favor. pastime I like
In share the things I discover and
enpy 110w. history science, noir
economics ardent worn. I
like well informed thinking people
I togoy tennis sIrding girding fool
ball sail., movies TV. mouniain
els

lore you both

pOeelble
Ten people
needed In there .w slate of rat

Seller is student
con

most sell for tu

$23 750 ASM 14%

226

/164
Pin SPORTS FURY 1975 Bids due
Toni 3 25.83 in Corp Yeil Auto

Sse tuasismt .1 0140.1,00
HELP WANTED

Mo.

BASKF IBA( L
ens IS
money

AND SOFTBALL refer
paw need. E

Tr/Dieting veilable Call ter

sure Sin. 21129)2
CAREERS MASS MARK IT youra ’Mu
Operations Rollosfrfi Int I ph suet
Guy Derails loll free 1 800 411
3217

share 3hr apt

()pier

NEEDED
I NM

to
Gs

ieee 1110imu 288 5273
FEMME
ROOMMATE
NEEDED to
share 40r house 182 mo Cell
238 089901219 4410
ROOM FOR RENT 150 phis tall
nen Female 947 1014 aft

CMS

600

betw.n Math. & Vir atm
ROOMMATE WANTED F 1021, no
emir student prof 210 2he 5)50
0510 21 tail 294 6846 AIM Rum
SPACIOUS !spin. 1000 sq Ill & se
cure 210 the unfurn apt only I Mk
tom SJSU
Set per.,
880
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In, sun 4., Is OUIF I at
onosphere New, wpm ,1111 I 1.
me.

11,10Will

530mu 292 5452

407.

No

CA

SE.

94108

J4151421 3473

TYPING

Call Myth.

dings our speciWoly

ble

MAIM

Experienced in
thesis etc

conscientious

typing term papers.

Sunnyvale 736 8910
EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE Reports
thesis. resumes. letters Fst and

MARRIAGE PERFORMED State license
provided if living together
No
simple

bloodtest

beautiful

film yid. etc Complete record
mg facilities end services 24 his
14151595 8475
NAILS
Fingernail
SCULPTURED
beet., and protection at Iff80110

typing

Short

17 50

and. Satitdays
LOCATED NEAR TULLY & Sent,, Cot
IBM Selectric III used Anything
typed 3rd yr typing for SJSU sty

week

teachers

Phone

inexpensive
form

eccu

only

258 1589

Cell She

het w.n
ron
5000m 10 30prn weekdsys and

bre unces Manan 269 0213
STUDENT
SPECIAL
Tex
prepar
QuIck

IBM Sefectric II
926 9224
at

eves

dents

ands ask lot Pamela.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by Pro
Free engsgem.1 protrao
Rea

&

Call Audrey

998 5215
NOW IS THE TIME. ETC end your typ
ist nweits IBM Cheap, 60 N
Third No 823. Sally 287 4355

sonahle mtes You keep nege Cell

6663
PERFECT PAPER

TYPING

Grew

10 mm

end Profs from $1 00
$1 25,dbl pogo Rush robs NOT
Typing by Exec Scre
tray -SJSU ALUMNI on IBM Se
lector III Pickup & del Call Franny
at 408 226 5966
SUNNYVALE.’VALLCO Mercies Inn
my IBM Salectric III prompt next
sccurene Reasonable rates 739
0715
end
ACCURACY Neatness
TYPING
deadlines guaranteed Expertem no
in msters.

Jane 251

from SJSU

Resume
TYPING
PROFESSIONAL
thews, reports produced on word
processor Close to campus All
formate incl APA From $200
doubt...ad.. 923 3901
TYPING
STENO
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE Award wmning typist
de
Fast accurate sperienced
pendable Ressonalble rates Will

rim to9om at2279525
TYPING Experienced All papers and
resumes your choice Elite Pica
Gothic

DUALITY

experienced

IIao,e

Jeannie at 274 1975
SANTA CLARA SECRETARIAL Word
typing

papers resumes

Scott

926

week

First

quarerneed

mince 296 2987

TYPING
call

pies thesis term

Msry

8969
TYPING THAT S TOPS Trust To,
IBM Selector. II Available seven

Please

procssing

Call

TYPING Reasonable rel. Sunnyvele
Town Center area Peggy 730

available Call Linda. 264 4504
PROFESSIONAL

Script

1346

correct spelling and grommar Ces
setter teme transcription swam.

1092

reports. disserttions

Approved by SJSU Graduate DI
lice IBM Set II South Son Jose 9

5942

Very

orgenised

for

p sssss red

Award winning typist for speed
end accuracy Rerp sssss d thesis

let
proposals resumes
lets etc Guaranteed deadline and
forward
look
I
wound
quick turn
to working with you this semester

SERVICE

papers,resurnerreports
pnces

dams

Service

typist for SJSU Graduate School
Work performed on IBM &Mecum
II specraluing in research papers

SECRETARIAL

Term

co

korner of Scott

THESIS term papers etc
Experienced and fast reasonable

TYPING

tales unona 269 8674
TI C
SERVICE
WITH
TYPING
51 25 py All University formats
IBM Select,. III Great ISUIIIIW
Cambrian LG .fee near Good Sam
Hospital Call Pat at 356 2085
TYPING $1 25 peg. I type 90wpm
neve 10 years expertence and use
en IBM Correcting SIrlectr,C II
Fast a, ors. and professional I
servir e most cases Sans

tiny

lattion aument.d 378 31369
WILLOW GLEN AREA Excellent typ
ing and editing skills Twelve Yrs
exp

Term papers end custom re

some, end cover letters Will ea
lust wait punctustion format etc
Call Men ia Mort ori 1501* Rem 8
266 9448
Feel
end
reliable
Word Processing services for,.
thesis etc Usher quern,
colts
I/ HI al

WORDSWORTH

printing or drafts and tonal copies
Double spaced printing for eas,
editing end correction
1..105 10

MailMerge

send resumes to multiple

parties Campus pickup and deli.
215

avatleble 24511549

ADVERTISE
with the
Spartan
Daily

Bentun1984 2268.

idler 27am

(4081253 9637

SPARTA

lesstonel results 51 25 a InKle
15 minutes form campus 252

evadable

pop & dekvery on huge tobs Reg
ulw lo rates 926 9008
RAYMOND S TYSON SECRETARIAL
Fest. eccurare. prof
SERVICE

Prophet 5 Jett Rock Expen
mental Original music avertable for

rate

pot

249 0412 SC
SERVICE.
TYPING
PROF
these,. term paper letters re
sums No ph too smell Discount.

EVA’S

83

non

Word

eccurate

Mtn

Min 267 9163
OUT THERE RECORDING STUDIOS
Blearing 01 5,h, Steinway 7 ft

PAPER DUE’ Don Itype, Don t worry
Call Mrs Ryan tor quersnieed Pm

thesis

Fest.depende

TYPING

ACCURATE

non. lolt. 286 3444 for It.. esti

PtinI SC,, Ad Here

Ad Rates
ivinttnam three Inn NI we day

SERVICES
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BECAUSE OF YOUR FANSTASTIC RE
SPONSE I am repealing my offer
Bare it old Stop shoving wax

HOUSING
ROOMMATE

ter

248 1795
INVITATIONS FOR ALL occesions and
all budgets Calligraphy and wed

Three

E01.11

Day

Days

Days

Days

Days

63 80

6415

84 35

8450

4 lines

9380

5450

8484

$5 05

’,ln,ps

9450

5520

$5 55

IS 75

lines

$520

65R0

$625

$6 45

80

$520

B

95

$590

01 10

8660

$I 25

NIPS

Ste C Campbell.
net

apporach to permanent weight
loss emphasises creative ertistic
processes NO DIET. Groups or
private sessrons Free consult&
lion

30a0-293 5805 Meer cam

111111111111111111111_11111
111111111_111111111_1111111
name

lAll !surest

101ines $55 00

15 lines $ 70 00
Oa,

ham Tann

3500 Gwen Clung.. R E HAIR
TODAY GONE TOMORROW 1645
Bascom Ave

11111111111111111111111111

P1011

Seines.
51.1.840 00

15% discount to Moderns and lac
silty Call before June 1 1983 and
get your 1so appt ei IS price 559

CA.
CREATE YOUR WEIGHT.. 1mally

11111111111111111111111111

AddfP.

tweesing or using Chenucel
Deplitories Let we parm.entlY
remove your unwanted h. (chin
atcl
bikini tummy moustech
09

S

Dan
$

70

F dr h adddinnel Impend $

Estee

Five

13 10

1Itnes

FEMALE

530 Hong Kong 655 Tokyo 695
Plus MI passe, St IDs AYH.
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in Council Travel 1CIEEI 312 Sol

Low metes too( SJSU graduW. ref
Cell Ross et
01611 CEIS evIlable

mon. Ma.
RICH S WIMPY Two 01 ,6. bast Illg
Brothers a Little Siete, could have,

$30 00,611ty

poolSeont own your own home.
Low payment under 1400,1,10

DISC JOCKEY with radio expectance
will make your party swing, Music
as you request huge selection

San Josa 95132
HEY PHIL( Where have you Seen sini e
Rel S 190, Come yam me end my

non 2..87_9182.

diet Product 269 3979
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STUDENT TRAVEL SAVERS AMST
frn 598 Era 569 Lon 549. Par
N Zealand
Ausholie 591
739

It,, complete list. write
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bright loving woman But 10.0,11.
for the gorgeous end nch 408
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SJ perk
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DENTAL VISION PL AN for
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0223
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Oowntown convention center planned
,c Larry Hooper
A new convention center "superrisk" complete with two high-rise hotels,
high-rise office building, and a parking
wage is being proposed for downtown
in Jose, four blocks west of campus.
’rhe ne center would be a block away
irm the present center, and will be a sep-

teak-. far larger facility. Its construction
would mean the destruction of about 40
homes and six to seven businesses, including the House of Pizza restaurant, according to Bob Leninger of the San Jose Redevelopment office. Most of the buildings are
on Auzerais Avenue, which would be eliminated through the super-block.

The center would be between San Carlos and Viola streets, and Market Street
and a realigned Almaden Avenue. The San
Jose City Library, on San Carlos Street,
would also be part of the super -block.
Construction of the project is contingent upon San Jose City Council’s designation of the blocks as a redevelopment
area. Leninger said.
The plan calls for a combination of
privately financed and city -financed development, Leninger said.
The plans for private development include a new 300-room hotel at San Carlos
Street and Almaden Boulevard; the city
hopes to interest Holiday Inn in that project. Another 300-room hotel is planned for
Market and Viola streets; Hilton Hotels
has "expressed an interest in that site,"
Leninger said. The high-rise office building is planned for Market and San Carlos
streets, he added.

’fined "super block’ convention center calls for re routing Almaden Avenue to Vine Street.

Reid Hillview Florist

The city-financed development plans
include a 328,000 square-foot convention
center, with 150,000 square feet of exhibit
space, and a 1,500-space garage, according to Leninger.
The new center’s exhibit space would
be in three 50,000 square-foot "modular"
sections, The sections can be used separately or together, allowing more than one
convention or trade show in San Jose at a
time. The present convention center has

about 30,000 square feet of exhibit space,
he said.
City Councilwoman Susan Hammer
said with the expanded convention center,
the city would be able to attract larger
conventions. These larger conventions
would in turn attract new hotels, restaurants and retail shops to the downtown
area, she said.
At its March 24 meeting, the redevelopment agency board will be asked to authorize Frank Taylor, executive director
of the board and assistant city manager,
for interviewing and selecting an architect
for the project.
If the city council designates the
super-block a redevelopment area at a
joint-meeting of the council and the board
scheduled for April 26, redevelopment
funds will be made available for the project, Leninger said.
Also, if the super-block is made a redevelopment area, the city will be able to
"use the powers of eminent domain to acquire properties within the expansion
area." he said.

The expansion project will cost the
city about $76 million, according to Leninger. If the council designates the area
as a redevlopment zone, he said, "the
money is there" for the project.
"We are ready to get going on this project," he said. "I think it will speed up
some of the other redevelhe
projects,"
opment
added.
could
Construction
begin in late 1984, accordIf
develing to Leninger.
opers see such a large fain
the
going
cility
downtown area, they will
be more likely to invest in
San Jose, he said.
As an example, LeJoin HILLEL and discover
ninger cited the plans for a
the meaning of Passover
400-room Hyatt Regency
Hotel on Market Street,
and how to prepare for
part of the San Antonio
the holiday.
Plaza project, that have hit
a few snags lately because
(Passover Munchies will be provided)
of the slow economy. With
this development going on
so close to the proposed
Hyatt site, the developers
Sponsored by HI I.I.F:l. & Associated Students
A will he more likely to close
a deal, he said.
aft r.ovolor.

PREPARING
FOR
PESACH

Come in with this ad and pick
up 1 doz. green carnations with
baby’s breath, fern, green
ribbon and a card for only
$8.95
2635 Cunningham Ave.
in San Jose
Phone: 259-6334
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It’s not what you see.

Candiates,
incumbents
speak out
on issues
By Janet Cassidy
A public forum held Tuesday in the Student Union
Upper Pad for all Associated Students executive candidates centered on the issue of which student party best
represents all SJSU students.
About 60 people attended the forum, where cheers
were often given the candidates of the Progressive Student Party and laughter often directed toward candidates of the Your Effective Student Support party.
Microphones were placed in front of the candidates’
table and on the third floor overlooking the S.U. pad.
Jeff Hogue, forum moderator and A.S. election
board member, instructed the audience to direct their
questions toward one particular canididate.
Kathy Cordova, PSI’ presidential candidate, told
her audience that the PSP party represents a wider variety of ethnic and campus groups than the YESS party.
"I hope that all of you realize that the fee increases
are expected to go as high as $900 next fall," Cordova
said, adding that because the PSP party is concerned
with a wide variety of students, particularly low-income
students, its candidates are better ’able to fight the increases.
Hobert Musil, the YESS presidential candidate, said

Vi

Most forum questions
aimed at YESS, PSP
presidential candidates

ev
he agreed that fee increases was the most important
campus issue, but he thinks that the methods of the PSI’
party are not the best way to fight increases.
"Rallies and parades are a show of power, but the
main effect you’re going to have on a legislator is when
you sit down with him and you tell him what your concerns are face to face," Musil said.
At one point incumbent A.S. president John "Tony"
Anderson verbally attacked Musil for neglecting to attend recent minority -group activities, including Womyn’s Week, and African Awareness Month.
Hogue turned the microphone down because Anderson’s comments weren’t in question form.
Eight of the twelve seats in front of the candidates’
table were occupied by female students cheering for
PSP candidates and laughing at YESS candidates
One student seated directly in front of the candidates’ table broke out in laughter during the opening
speech by the vice presidential candidate from the
YESS party, Greg Ruppert.
While all eight candidates were present at the start
of the forum, most of the questions centered around the
presidential and vice presidential candidates from the
PSP and YESS party, the two major political parties in
student elections today and tomorrow.
Microphones were placed on the third floor overlooking the pad and directly in front of the candidates’
table.

A.S. budget . . .
Castiresd kw pop
groups
qualify for IRA funding when their request
was reviewed. Last year, ten groups received IRA funding. Two groups, women and men athletics, received 36
percent of the total $278,714 IRA.
Several committee members said the athletics
departments
received a disproportionate amount of
the IRA funds.
The theatre arts department request was proposed
cut by more than one-half, from $22,535 to $10,000. "In
order to get IRA to do what they are supposed to , we have
to cut severely." said Barry Probst, a committee member.
This year’s IRA budget is "in the neighborhood of
$300,000" according to Hobart Burns, academic vice president. The requests for these funds will be coming in
"within the next week or so, " Burns added.
Five of the six voting members in the budget committee also have voting status on the A.S. board of directors,
but the budget committee members said it is impossible
to say how the outcome of the 12 voting board members’
decision will be.
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IT’S A COMEDY, A THRILLER,
A ROMANCE... AND IT’S
UNUKE ANY OTHER MOVIE
YOU’VE EVER SEEN
.0ne of the most
persistently entertaining,
absorbing and scan,
thrillers ve seen in a icing
time it-s terrific
,Motlet IOW Oen

l.
l

Sun tomes

’Sensual, funny, outlandish, thls
is a movie devoted strictly to the
pleasure orincipic
OeM1
NNW.

It’s how you see it.
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Tonight!! 7 & WPM $1.75
Morris Dailey Aud.
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